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Editorial
Guest editors’ introduction: Special issue
on Structural Operational Semantics
Luca Acetoa , Wan Fokkinkb
a BRICS, Department of Computer Science, Aalborg University, 9220 Aalborg Ø, Denmark
b CWI, Department of Software Engineering, Kruislaan 413, 1098 SJ Amsterdam, The Netherlands
This special issue of the The Journal of Logic and Algebraic Programming is devoted
to papers on the general theme of structural operational semantics. Structural operational
semantics provides a framework to give an operational semantics to programming and
specification languages whose general underlying ideas were championed and made pop-
ular by the seminal work of key figures like, amongst others, Mike Gordon, Robin Milner
and Gordon Plotkin in the 1970s and early 1980s. The history of the origins of these ideas
is beautifully recounted in Gordon Plotkin’s piece The Origins of Structural Operational
Semantics that opens the special issue. A growing number of real-life programming and
specification languages, including Standard ML, have been given usable semantic descrip-
tions by means of structural operational semantics. (Early examples may be found in the
aforementioned paper by Plotkin.) In particular, because of its intuitive appeal and flexibil-
ity, structural operational semantics has found considerable application in the study of the
semantics of languages for the description of concurrent processes, starting from Milner’s
Calculus of Communicating Systems, and it is by now the standard technique for defining
the semantics of these languages. Moreover, structural operational semantics has become
a viable alternative to denotational semantics in the static analysis of programs, in estab-
lishing type soudness and in proving compiler correctness. In the process of applying the
general tools of structural operational semantics to giving semantics to real-life languages,
and to their analysis, several variations on the original proposals by Plotkin et al. have
been put forward. The paper by Mosses reports on one of them, viz. Modular Structural
Operational Semantics.
Large language specifications using structural operational semantics, like all designs,
evolve with time, and need to be maintained. Lämmel’s contribution uses examples from
structural operational semantics to illustrate the adoption of an operator suite for the sys-
tematic adaptation of rule based systems, of which language specifications using structural
operational semantics are an example.
Starting from de Simone’s seminal doctoral thesis work, structural operational seman-
tics has been successfully applied as a formal tool to establish results that hold for classes
of process description languages. This has allowed for the generalization of well-known
results in the field of process algebra, and for the development of a meta-theory for process
calculi based on the realization that many of the extant results in this field only depend
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upon general semantic properties of language constructs. Five of the papers in this volume,
viz. those by Baeten and de Vink, van Glabbeek, Simpson, Tini and Ulidowski and Yuen,
offer contributions that firmly belong to this line of study within the field of structural
operational semantics.
More recently, following on early work by, e.g., Badouel, research by Plotkin and Turi
has aimed at a general study of the mathematical foundations of structural operational
semantics. Category theoretic and coalgebraic techniques play important roles in these
investigations. The paper by Klin offers further contributions to this line of work.
The original papers in this special issue of the The Journal of Logic and Algebraic Pro-
gramming report on significant research developments in the field of structural operational
semantics, and we trust that they will contribute to the healthy development of this research
area by motivating further investigations.
In addition to original papers in the field of structural operational semantics, the spe-
cial issue features a reprint, with corrections, of Gordon Plotkin’s seminal 1981 DAIMI
memo A Structural Approach to Operational Semantics, together with a new preface by
the author putting that work in context. We are very proud of making this most influential
work available to the research community in a definitive, easy to access, version, and are
grateful to Gordon Plotkin for his enthusiastic cooperation. The preparation of Plotkin’s
DAIMI memo for archival publication was based upon a LATEX source file prepared by
Dr. Tetsuya Saito in 1993, and was a labour intensive task that could only be accomplished
with the help of a team of some of our colleagues that unselfishly devoted some of their
time to various type setting and proof reading tasks. We thank them all. (Gordon Plotkin
has acknowledged the work of these colleagues in his piece on the origins of structural
operational semantics.) In order to stay as close as possible to the original monograph,
Elsevier gave permission to deviate slightly from its prescribed format.
Finally, despite rumours on the demise of the role of the anonymous referee in the peer
review process, we are glad to report that, based on our experience as guest editors of this
special issue, that breed of scientists is not yet extinct. Our editorial work has been made
easier by the consistently excellent quality of the referee reports that we received on all of
the submissions. It has been a pleasure to cooperate with our referees, and to see the authors
of the submitted papers express their gratitude to their referees for the often insightful and
useful comments they received on their papers. We believe that all of the papers in this
issue have improved as a result of this academic dialogue, and trust that readers of these
studies will find them of high scientific quality.
